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NEWS AND INFORMATION 

 

THE BULLETIN NEEDS YOUR HELP 
 
The Bulletin is a twice-yearly publication that is 
typically a struggle to complete. The biggest hurdle 
is trying to acquire quality articles for publication. 
Please review your research notes and consider 
submitting an article, research update, or lab report 
for publication in the IAOS Bulletin! Articles and 
inquiries can be sent to cdillian@princeton.edu 
Thank you for your help and support! 
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e IAOS website will now offer PayPal to those 
ining the organization or for renewing your IAOS 
embership with a credit card. It is a great way to 
cilitate the payment of non-U.S. membership dues 
ith minimal cost to the IAOS.  Thanks to Phil 
Tourneau and Craig Skinner for making these 
angements! 

2006 IAOS ANNUAL MEETING 
 

The IAOS Annual Meeting will be held during the
Society for American Archaeology meetings in San
Juan, Puerto Rico. The IAOS meeting is scheduled
for Friday, April 28, 2006 at 4pm. Location to be
announced.  
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OTES FROM THE PRESIDENT 

m really looking forward to the upcoming SAAs in San Juan.  They promise to be interesting as well as 
n.  I’m packing my beach blanket and snorkel gear.  But first, several news items.  

• Please welcome our new Secretary/Treasurer S. Colby Phillips.  Colby will take over from Janine 
Loyd at our meeting at the SAAs. 

• You can now pay your IAOS annual dues with PayPal.  Craig Skinner has added a section to the 
IAOS web site and Janine will be including a PayPal link in the next membership dues renewal e-
mail.  As I wrote in the last Bulletin, PayPal provides a convenient option for IAOS members to 
pay their membership dues.  Members in many foreign countries will be able to use this feature to 
pay in their own currency.  Unfortunately, PayPal does not currently work in a number of 
countries, including Russia, and the nations of eastern Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.  To use 
PayPal, click on the PayPal link on the web page or in Janine’s e-mail and it will take you directly 
to IAOS’ PayPal account where you can pay by credit card. 

• Steve Shackley received a number of applicants for the Archaeological XRF Laboratory annual 
student research award of free XRF analysis.  He will be announcing the winner in the near future. 

• Lots of IAOS members are presenting papers and it looks like there will be several interesting 
sessions on archaeometry and lithic procurement.  At least one session will be highlighting 
obsidian – the poster symposium on recent research at the Valles Caldera National Preserve. 

hope to see many of you in April. 

ncerely, 
hilippe LeTourneau 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AWARDS 
 
The IAOS has instituted a new award for
obsidian-related papers presented during
conferences or meetings. The award consists of
a two-year membership in the IAOS and
publication of the paper in the IAOS Bulletin.
If you have a paper you wish to nominate,
please send the following information to
Carolyn Dillian at cdillian@princeton.edu   
 

• Name and affiliation of nominee 
• Title of paper 
• Conference where presented 
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Obsidian Studies in Sand Canyon and the Tehachapi Mountains of eastern California: 
Implications for the Timing of Numic Population Movements 

 
Alan P. Garfinkel 

California Department of Transportation, Fresno, California 

he Sand Canyon Locality 

   Sand Canyon lies at an elevation of roughly 
000 feet and is located in the Tehachapi 
ountains of southern California. The 
hachapis are a small group of hills and valleys 

arking the terminus of the far southern Sierra 
evada Mountain chain of eastern California.  
hey range in elevation from 2700 to 5000 feet.  
he mountains are part of the transverse ranges 
d straddle the intersection between the 
uthern San Joaquin Valley and the southwest 
ge of the Great Basin and Mojave Desert.  The 

ehachapis are not a particularly well-watered 
nge and are marked floristically by a dense 
ver of valley and blue oaks grading into 

inyon and juniper forests. 

A-KER-2787 (The Walker Site) 

   A total of three test excavation units (two 
ontained cultural materials and the third was 
evoid of any artifacts) were completed at CA-

R-2787 (The Walker Site). All three were 
ovel test units or STUs and were excavated to 

depth of 40 centimeters where they 
ncountered the rocky substrate. Very few items 

re found in any of these units (Tables 1 and 
. There were no formal artifacts, nor 
ncentrations of materials at any depth. Based 
 this exploration, it was concluded that only a 
ther shallow midden deposit was present at 
is site.  

aked Stone 

bsidian  

 Obsidian debitage had the smallest size in the 
aked stone inventory and all specimens 
presented small pressure or resharpening 
kes of only a few centimeters in size (less 

an 20 mm square).  Percussion reduction 
rmally results in larger debitage.  Only 16 

ems of obsidian were retrieved, representing a 
all fraction of less than 10% of the entire 

flaked stone assemblage. It is rather obvious that 
obsidian core and biface preparation were not being 
carried out on the site or in the Tehachapi region in 
general.  All obsidian was being imported in finished 
or semi-finished forms. 
 
Cryptocrystalline Silicates 
 
     Examination of the inventory of materials 
indicates typical constituents characteristic of 
Western Mojave prehistoric sites.  Many flakes 
(n=36) were quarried from nearby sources of 
Kramer Hills cryptocrystalline.  These materials are 
lustrous, mottled, and also transparent and have hues 
of red, gold, and white.  Such materials can be found 
in exposures north of Highway 58 in eastern Kern 
County and the northwestern corner of San 
Bernardino County in the western Mojave Desert 
and also may be found in scattered locations 
throughout the Tehachapi Mountains and in areas 
near Sand Canyon.   
     The cryptocrystalline flaked stone collection does 
not reveal many diagnostic flakes. Much of the 
material is composed of broken flakes, due to the 
inherent fractures and cracks within this toolstone 
material.  Yet biface production is indicated by the 
presence of several (n=3) early stage biface-thinning 
flakes and by the large size (many greater than 5 cm 
in length) of much of the material.  It is apparent that 
local sources of cryptocrystalline stone, variously 
identified as chalcedony, chert, jasper, agate, and 
opalite, were being mined nearby and reduced on 
site.  The resulting bifaces appear to have been at 
least 10 cm. in width.  This estimate is based on 
feather-terminated biface reduction flakes that are 
generally interpreted as slightly long than half the 
width of the biface.  
 
Rose Spring Projectile Point 
 
     The single projectile point retrieved from the site 
was found on the surface of the ground in the 
midden area of site CA-Ker-2787 (The Walker Site).  
It is classified as a Rose Spring Corner-notched 
point base and is manufactured of obsidian.  
Macroscopic source determination identified it as 
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eing quarried from the Coso glass fields.  
ydration measurement provided a series of rim 
adings indicating multiple uses with several 

istinct episodes of reduction.  Hydration rim 
adings were 3.1, 5.0 and 5.8 microns. Rose 
pring points were originally recognized from 
e type-site of that same name, located in 
uthern Owens Valley, at the edge of the Coso 
ange (Lanning 1963).  
  The Rose Spring type is a narrow, triangular 

rrow point with a variety of stem forms.  Rose 
pring points are conventionally identified as 
me markers for the interval from ca. 650-1350 
.P. and as such are attributed to the Sawtooth 
eriod (Basgall and McGuire 1988; Bettinger 
d Taylor 1974; Gilreath and Hildebrandt 

997; Thomas 1981; Yohe 1992).  Yet growing 
idence (Garfinkel 2005; Yohe 1992) suggests 
at the introduction of Rose Spring points into 
stern California occurred at least several 

undred years earlier than that generally 
cepted initiation date, perhaps being 
troduced at ca. AD 300 (1650 BP) rather than 
e conventionally attributed age of AD 600 
350 BP).   

etric attributes for the Rose Spring point 
e as follows: 

ML AL MW BW TH DSA PSA WT 
18 17 17 13 2 40 40 10 
EY:  AL- axial length; BW- basal width; DSA- 
istal shoulder angle;  ML- maximum length; 
W- maximum width;  PSA- proximal shoulder 
gle; TH- thickness; WT- weight; measurements 
 millimeters. 

   A compendium of over 100 obsidian 
ydration rim measurements on Rose Spring 
eries points manufactured of Coso obsidian 
om lowland eastern California (Owens Valley, 
e Coso Range and Indian Wells Valley at 
000 feet or less above mean sea level) has 

een developed (Garfinkel 2004). This summary 
dicates that the vast majority of hydration 
easurements fall between 3.9 to 5.8 microns.  
he latter measurement range incorporates over 
7 per cent of all readings including outliers.  

e present example includes two readings 
ithin this range and a third outside that span - 
rhaps indicative of more recent reuse of an 
er, scavenged artifact or perhaps other 

known factors.  The largest rims and 

presumably earliest dates associated with the 
introduction of the bow and arrow via Rose Spring 
points would equate with an age of 1600 to 2000 
years ago based on either the Pearson (1995) or 
Basgall and Hall (2000) obsidian hydration rate 
conversion formulas. 
 
Table 1.  Cultural Materials from KER- 2787 

Shovel Test Unit 1 No data 
Shovel Test Unit 2
  

2 obsidian flakes, 10 
cryptocrystalline flakes, 5 burned 
bone fragments (1 medium 
mammal, 2 large mammal, 2 small 
mammal) 

Shovel Test Unit 3
  

2 obsidian flakes, 1 
cryptocrystalline flake, 2 burned 
bone fragments (1 small mammal, 
1 no ID) 

General Surface 
Collection 

11 obsidian flakes, 1 obsidian Rose 
Spring point, 176 cryptocrystalline 
flakes, 14 burned bone fragments 
(8 large mammal, 3 small 
mammal, 3 no ID) 

 
Obsidian Studies 
 
Source Determinations 
 
     Investigations at the Sand Canyon sites identified 
only 16 artifacts of obsidian (Table 1).  This was the 
entire collection of volcanic glass recovered from 
both surface and subsurface investigations.  Table 2 
displays the hydration rim readings provided for 
these artifacts.  All flakes of obsidian were visually 
evaluated by Tim Carpenter of Archaeometrics and 
were identified as coming from the Coso source in 
eastern California.  Carpenter is skilled at 
macroscopic examination of California and Great 
Basin obsidian and the Coso obsidian thin sections 
contain characteristic microinclusions making these 
determinations rather unmistakable.  As well, many 
years of trace element analysis have shown that all 
but a very few examples of obsidian artifacts 
identified in the far southern Sierra Nevada and 
Tehachapi Mountains emanate from the Coso 
Volcanic Fields.  The Sugarloaf Mountain subfield 
of the Coso source cluster has the largest supply and 
highest quality glass and is situated within the China 
Lake Naval Weapons Center, but no subfield source 
attribution was attempted for this study and other 
subsources are known.   The Coso glass sources are 
located 120 kilometers northeast of Sand Canyon. 
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able 2.  Summary Coso Obsidian Hydration Measurements from Tehachapi Mountain Sites* 
ite Readings N Mean Range Sd Cv 

M
CA

a’a’puts  
-Ker-339 

2.1, 2.1, 2.3, 2.5/6.6, 4.0, 4.0, 4.7,  5.4, 5.5, 5.5/5.8, 
(6.5) 

10 3.8 2.1-5.5 1.4 .36 

W
C

alker  
A-Ker-2787 

(3.1/5.0/5.8), 3.6, 4.0, 4.1, 4.1, 4.4, 4.6, 5.0, 5.4, 5.5, 
5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 6.1, (7.0), (7.1)         

13 4.7 3.6-6.1 .7 .14 

Tw
CA

in Oaks  
-Ker-983 

3.3,  3.9, 4.0, 4.1, 4.1, 4.2, 4.2, 4.7, 4.8, 4.8, 5.3   12 4.2 3.1-5.3 .6 .14 

N
C

ettle Springs 
A-Ker-2334  

3.0, 3.7, 4.0, 4.0, 4.1, 4.6  6 3.9 3.0-4.6 .5 .13 

*c
N
H
 

Ta
T
Sit

Sa
C

nd Canyon  
A-Ker-1794 

1 0 5 0 

M
CA

a-a-puts 
-Ker-1792 

0 1 7 0 

M
CA

a-a-puts  
-Ker-339 

4 23 26 9 

J-22 1 7 6 0 
W
A

alker Site C 
-Ker-2787 

0 0 1 0 

CA-Ker-2357 0 9 7 0 
T
C

win Oaks  
A-Ker-983 

0 0 1 0 

Oa
CA

k Creek  
-Ker-1998 

1 1 1 0 

Nettle Springs 5 100 15 40 
Total 12 141 69 49 
By Period # % 
Ch
(D

imney  
SN & CT) 

162 58 

Sawtooth (RS) 69 25 
Early (Darts) 49 17 
Total 280  
*D
G
H
P
E
Si
R
S
6
 

 

v=Coefficient of Variation, sd= Standard Deviation, ( )=Outlier values excluded from statistical calculations,  
=Number of hydration samples with outliers excluded.  Data compiled Garfinkel and Schiffman (1981),  
inshaw and Rubin  (1996), Pruett (1987: Table 7), and present study. 

 
ble 3.  Projectile Point Distributions for 

ehachapi Mountain Sites* 
e DSN CT RS Dart 

Forms 

ata compiled from Garfinkel (2004, 2005), 
arfinkel and Schiffman (1981), Gilreath and 
ildebrandt (1997), Hinshaw and Rubin  (1996), 
ruett (1987: Table 7), Ptomey (1991), Sutton and 
verson (1992) and present study.   DSN= Desert 
de-notched, CT= Cottonwood Triangular, RS= 
ose Spring.  Chimney (AD 1300 – contact), 
awtooth (AD 600-1300), Early (older than AD 
00).   

  

Obsidian Hydration Dating 
 
     No previous study has synthesized the available 
corpus of hydration readings for the Tehachapi 
region. I attempted that project here in order to 
gather up those data to examine it for relevant trends 
germane to a number of research issues.  
Unfortunately few hydration rims are available for 
chronologically diagnostic points (Table 5).  
 
Table 4.  Coso Hydration Readings for Point 
Types from the Tehachapi Region* 

Type Hydration 
Readings 

N Mean SD Age 
BP 

DSN 2.1, 2.3 2 2.2 .07 226 
CT 2.1, 2.5/6.6, 

(5.0) 
2 2.3 .2 237 

RS (3.1)/5.0/(5.8), 
4.0, 4.0, 5.5 

4 4.6 .7 1060 

Darts 4.7, 5.4, 5.5/5.8, 
5.8 

4 5.3 .5 1600 

*Data compiled from Garfinkel and Schiffman (1980), 
Pruett (1987: Table 7) and present study.  Dates based 
on Basgall and Hall (2000). DSN= Desert Side-
notched, CT= Cottonwood Triangular, RS= Rose 
Spring, SD= Standard Deviation, Underlined reading 
used for statistical computation, ( ) Outlier values 
excluded from statistical calculations, Artifacts with 
multiple rim readings use the smaller of the two rims 
and presume the larger caused by scavenging older 
artifacts. 
 
     The most widely accepted hydration rates for 
Coso obsidian, that allow us to derive calendric 
dates, are those equations developed by Basgall 
(1990) and Pearson (1995).  The Basgall rate has 
recently been revised (Basgall and Hall 2000) and 
the Pearson rate has also been modified for use in 
the higher elevations within the Kern Plateau 
(Garfinkel 2005). Both rates are based on the 
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rrelation of radiocarbon assays with mean 
easurements and ranges of associated obsidian 

ydration readings.  The limited data currently 
ailable does not provide a definitive means of 
sessing which rate equation should apply in 
 Tehachapi area or what precise 

odifications to the existing rates would be 
ost appropriate.  Based on the mean rim 
ading for the Rosegate Series points in the area 
d the general distributions of the readings for 
esert Series projectiles and early dart points, it 
ould appear plausible that the most applicable 
te may be more akin to lowland Coso rates 
an the higher elevation formula (see Tables 3, 

 and 5).  For the current assessment we will use 
e lowland rate developed and refined by Marc 
asgall (1990) and recently modified by Basgall 
nd Hall (2000).  That rate equation is: 

Y=659.21 – 516.02X2 – 4.56X3  

here Y equal years before present and X is the 
ydration reading in microns.  That rate works 
ther well for most of the middle and late 
locene ages (cf. Basgall and Hall 2000). 

  A caveat with respect to using this formula is 
at it will eventually require some minor 
odification for use in the Tehachapi region.  
e anticipate that the resulting dates derived 
ing this equation may be in error on the order 
 no more than 10 to 15%, appearing perhaps a 
t too young (see discussion below). 
  We should mention here that that all 

hronological interpretations presented here are 
nfounded by the fact that obsidian use in 
neral is extremely limited in the Tehachapi 
ountain region.  Tehachapi hydration rim 
adings hence may only measure obsidian 
lization during its brief and restricted 

uorescence rather than having utility as a 
rdstick for general occupational intensity.  
evertheless, and possibly supporting the utility 
 rims as a chronometric devise, is the fact that 
sidian hydration rims are available that fall 

ithin the Chimney, Sawtooth and Canebrake 
riods in the local chronological sequence.  
ese hydration rims are not quite as infrequent 

 one might expect based on previous 
scussions (cf. Garfinkel 2005).  

   Furthermore, the reliability of Coso obsidian 
ydration dating as a chronological index has 

been repeatedly reaffirmed by correlation of 
temporally sensitive projectile point forms and 
hydration readings, and by radiocarbon 
determinations and hydration cluster values.  
Nevertheless, it is widely recognized that hydration 
rims are not amenable to great precision and are 
regarded as a more general measure of age and not 
to be interpreted as equating to a single age date.  
Therefore and in the interest of accuracy, hydration 
rims are not normally reported with associated 
calendar-specific age dates and hence we are 
interpreting the rim suites based on their mean 
values, ranges, and standard deviations (Table 6).  
 
Table 5.  Coso Hydration Readings for Point 
Types from Eastern California Archaeological 
Sites* 
 N Mean SD 
Desert Series    
Coso Volcanic Field 12 3.0 1.2 
Stahl Site  
(CA-INY-182) 

 2 3.2 2.1 

Kern Plateau 38 1.8  .5 
Tehachapi  4 2.2  .7 
Rosegate Series    
Coso Volcanic Field 20 5.2 .8 
Kern Plateau 21 3.0 .5 
Tehachapi   3 4.6 .7 
Ash Creek  
(CA-INY-3812) 

16 4.6 .4 

Rose Spring Site 
(CA-INY-372) 

32 4.6 .6 

Fossil Falls Shelter  
(CA-INY-1634) 

 5 4.6 .8 

Generally accepted age ranges for point forms in 
the Tehachapi area: 
DSN/CT 100-650 B.P. 
RS 650-1350  B.P. 
Darts older than 1350 B.P. 
*Data compiled from Garfinkel (2004, 2005), 
Garfinkel and Schiffman (1981), Gilreath and 
Hildebrandt (1997), Pruett (1987: Table 7) and present 
study.  DSN/CT = Desert Series, RS= Rosegate Series. 
 
Dating the Walker Site (CA-Ker-2787) 
 
     The Walker Site produced most all the cultural 
material and was evaluated most intensively for the 
present study.  It appears to have been occupied 
mainly during the Sawooth Period (AD 600-1300).  
Converting the obsidian hydration rim readings 
provides a mean age of ca. AD 800 (Tables 4 and 7).  
Using this average plus one standard deviation in 
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ther direction provides an age range for the 
ost intensive occupational episodes of ca. AD 

00 to 1200 (cf. Basgall and Hall 2000).  This 
ge range is supported by the presence of a 

gle Rose Spring Corner-notched point dating 
 an identical time span. 

ating Other Tehachapi Sites Using Obsidian  

  Obsidian hydration readings for the village 
ite of Ma’a’puts, also located in Sand Canyon 

ruett 1987), are indicative of an occupation 
anning a relatively long time range and has a 
efficient of variation suggesting multiple 
riod occupations (Table 6). If one uses the 
ean and one standard deviation as a basis to 

uggest the general age, then the site must have 
en most activity from 2.4 to 4.2 microns or ca. 
D 400 to 1700.   
   The Twin Oaks site (Garfinkel and Schiffman 
81) also appears to have an occupation largely 
stricted to the Sawtooth era.  Mean age equates 
 900 BP or ca AD 1050.  An age range of AD 
0 to 1400 appears reasonable based on the 
ge of hydration measurements. This temporal 

ame is consistent with the discovery of a single 
mporally diagnostic Rose Spring point at the 
te dating to the same general time span. 

anging Patterns of Obsidian Use 

     As summarized by Macko (1993:20), the 
Tehachapi region flaked stone tool data indicates 
a relatively restricted use of obsidian, limited to 
complex, formalized tools - such as projectile 
points.  These tools appear to have been 
imported in semi-finished or finished forms 
beginning in the Sawtooth Period (AD 600-
1300).  Obsidian import decreases somewhat in 
the following Chimney Period (AD 1300–1850).  
In the Chimney Period even high value artifacts, 
such as projectile points, were somewhat less 
frequently imported.  This change in obsidian 
use is evidenced in part by the suite of Coso 
obsidian hydration readings from the region 
(Tables 8 and 9).  As well there appears to be 
some limited evidence that an earlier occupation 
(pre AD 600) existed yet saw little to no use of 
obsidian and exhibited a distinct preference for 
non-obsidian toolstone (Tables 3 and 8). 

 

Table 6.  Dating Tehachapi Sites Based on Coso 
Obsidian Hydration Measurements* 
 Microns  Age 
Walker Site 4.7 4.0-5.4 784-

1675 
AD 275-
1176 

Twin Oaks 4.2 3.6-4.8 598-
1250 

AD 700-
1352 

Ma’a’puts 3.8 2.4-5.2 251-
1526 

AD 400-
1699 

Nettle Springs 
Locus 

3.9 3.4-4.3 517-
944 

AD 1006-
1433 

*Mean rim readings provide average age and mean 
rims plus one standard deviation equals bulk of 
occupation (age range).  Most substantial occupational 
episode based on obsidian dates derived using Basgall 
and Hall (2000) Coso rate equation.  See discussion 
above for explanation and rationale for this formula 
and associated approximate age derivations. 

 
     The only distinctively early material recognized 
from the Sand Canyon area is a small sample (n=40) 
of dart points uncovered during the early 
excavations by the Archaeological Survey 
Association at Nettle Springs (Pruett 1987).  All 
other sites apparently post date AD 600.  Pruett 
indicates that from the entire collection of large dart 
points recovered, only two were made of obsidian.  
The remaining projectile point assemblage is 
manufactured from cryptocrystalline materials. The 
reverse is true in the following periods.  Points 
classified as dating to the Sawtooth Period include 
15 points determined to be Rose Spring Series and 
105 artifacts identified as Desert Series forms 
(Cottonwood, n=100; Desert Side-notched, n=5). 
 
Table 7. Coso Hydration Rate Chronology* 
Lowland Coso Rates 
Sequence Micron 

Range 
Years 
B.P. 

Basgall & 
Hall Rate 

Pearson 
Rate 

Chimney <3.7 < 650 641 805 
Sawtooth 3.7-4.9 650-1,350 641-1,316 805-1,212
Canebrake 4.9-7.6 1,350-

3,500 
1,316-
3,684 

1,212-
2,394 

Lamont 7.6-16.0 3,500-
8,500 

3,684-
13,410 

2,394-
8,400 

Kennedy 16.0-21.1 8,500-
13,500 

13,410-
15,951 

8,400-
13,768 

*Approximate age derivations based on Basgall and 
Hall (2000) and Pearson (1995).   Time spans for 
chronological periods and hydration rim suites as 
suggested in Garfinkel (2005) 
 
 

C
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ims by Chronological Period* 

Table 8.  Tehachapi Obsidian Hydration
R
  N % 
Chimney <3.7 9 20 

dry intervals stand out as distinctive times of 
prolonged and severe drought.  

Sawtooth 3.7-4.9 21 47 
Canebrake 4.9-7.6 15 33 

 45  
 compiled Garfinkel and Schiffman

droughts dating to ca. A.D. 892-1112 and 1209-
Total 
*
H

Data  (1981), 
inshaw and Rubin  (1996), Pruett (1987: Table 

7), d
 
Concl
 
     A 
use of
as a 
migra
uggests that the Sand Canyon sites in general 

do
AD 1

presents the initial in-migration of the 
a

Mojav
Moun

   Su
ng the late 
during Rose 

es (here he intends to equate the 
ith the Saratoga Springs 

0-AD 1100), segments of 
e population may have moved out of the 
esert) area as a response to the more xeric 

onditions.  There is some reason to suspect that 
e major Kawaiisu occupation of the southern 

Sierra Nevada (and the Tehachapi Mountains) 
that was documented during the ethnographic 
period is limited to late times.  
the Kawaiisu ifted their core
from the western Mojave Deser
Sierra Nevada beginning abou
still retained claim to the wes
situation recorded by Kroeb
Zigmond (1986).”  
     Yet attribution of the Rose 
rather mesic is curious. Review
paleoenvironmental data from the western 
United States suggests that during t ti
A.D. 900-1350 there was a period o
warm climate (cf. Stine 1990 and e
discussions concerning the “Medieval Climatic 
Anomaly”).  Yet the 450-year span was not 
consistently warm and dry but was punctuated 

with two intervals of extreme drought with a shorter 
intervening time of high rainfall.  Two significantly 

Stine (1994:549) has 
provided persuasive data for what he terms “epic” 

1350.  Dates for these periods are based on 
submerged tree stumps at Mono Lake north of the 

 in the Tehachapi Mountains region 
both support such a premise.  These data indicate a 

points recovered in the region date to the Sawtooth 

l sites 
(e.g., Ker-339, -983, -1792, and -1794).  Rose 
Spring points also have an equivalent distribution to 
Desert Series forms at Oak Creek and are nearly so 
at J-22.  It is only at Nettle Springs where Desert 
Series points are represented in the vast majority of 
the assemblage compared with other earlier types. 
     If sustained occupation of the Tehachapi area did 
begin ca. AD 600 then in-migration into the area 
would have preceded the period of desiccation 

 with the late Sawtooth age (e.g., Medieval 
nomaly).  Perhaps population ovements 

 do with changes in 
nization, comi  with the 
d arrow, rather than the 
ith climatic conditions. 

ometric data from the 
sing on obsidian hydration 

measurements and the frequency of diagnostic 
ports an influx of people into 

e region dating to ca. AD 600 or slightly earlier.  If 
s accurate, then it is at odds with 

previous reconstructions positing a slightly later date 
(ca. AD 1000) for the Kawaiisu/Numic in-migration 
and interpreting those movements as a response to 

an  present study.  

usions and Interpretations 

substantial increase in the late prehistoric 
 the Tehachapi region has been interpreted 
possible manifestation of Numic in-

tion and proliferation. Pruett (1987) 

Cosos (Stine 1990).  
     Contrary to the interpretations by Sutton and 
Pruett, growing evidence seems to indicate an initial 
and sustained occupation of the Tehachapi area 
dating from ca. AD 600 (see Table 6) and continuing 
through historic times. Examination of the projectile 
point frequencies and obsidian hydration rim 
measurements

s
 not show any significant occupation until ca. 

000. She speculates further that this 
considerable Sawtooth Period occupation and use of 
the area (Tables 6 and 8).  Fully 25% of all projectile 

re
K waiisu (Southern Numic Branch) out of the 

e Desert and into the Tehachapi 
tains.   
tton (1991) apparently concurs in stating 

Period and are Rose Spring types (Table 3).  Point 
distributions further show that Rosegate points are 
the most frequent forms, numerically superior to the 
Desert Series forms, at a number of individua  

“Assuming that the climate duri
eriod was hotter and dryer than p

Spring tim
Rose Spring Period w

eriod at ca. AD 50P
th
(d
c
th

It is possible that 
 occupation area 
t to the southern 
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tern Mojave, the 
er (1925) and 

Spring Period as 
f late Holocene 

may have had more to
technology and social orga
introduction of the bow an
limiting factors associated w
 
Summary 
 
     A synthesis of chron
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oth r related this suggestion i
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Climatic A

Tehachapi region, focu
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matic drought conditions.  An alternative 
 movement of Numic outsiders 

bow and arrow and changes in sociopolitic
organization synchronous with thi

dra
hypothesis posits
into the better-watered areas from the desert to 
the east as a function of the introduction o

al 
s technological 

ange. 
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Ana Steffen 

   

   As of 2000, New Mexico has a new 
 

sources in the 
hwestern Un s. he les 

atio l rese  ) 
 the Valles caldera at the center 

mez volcanic field in north-central 
.  The 89,000 acre Preserve was 
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tion N  1”, so k wn lo lly as 
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 obsidian-bearing geological 
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at Ce  de Med ) an Cerro 
olite (at Rabbit Mountain and in 
 Tol o M ntai .  Se ndary 
rave nd le sidi ccur 

 Valle San ton he alle ledo, 
 Vall ra .  When the area was 
ivate e ip, the inaccessible 

arries at Cerro del Medio near the 
e de had become nearly 

With the creation of the Preserve, 
 
 

 
 
 

 geological mapping of the caldera to 
1:24,000 scale by J. Gardner, F. Goff, and 

S. Reneau (geologists at Los Alamos 

l sampling of obsidian at Cerro 
del Medio, Rabbit Mountain, and in the 

o Mountains for 

ites on 
illo 
non 

M cheol c t
• geological sampling of obsidian at Cerro 

Valle San Antonio, including geochemical 
analyses, conducted by S. Shackley 
(University of California, Berkeley) and B. 

os National Laboratory); 
• archaeological survey on Cerro del Medio, 

Cultural Resources Coordinator, at 

Valles Caldera National Preserve National Laboratory); 
asteffen@vallescaldera.gov • geologica
 
  Sierra de Toled
national preserve that includes some of the
most abundant obsidian 

dissertation research (including analyses 
of elemental and volatile composition) 
conducted by A. Steffen (University of 
New Mexico and the VCNP), and R. E. 
Hughes (Geochemical Research 
Laboratory);  

• test excavations at archaeological s

sout ited State  T  Val
CNPCaldera N na P rve (V

encompasses
of the Je
New Mexico
created in ith era qui n 
“Baca Loca o.  al no ca
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     Primary
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obsidian qu
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del Medio and in the Valle Toledo and 

Vierra (Los Alam

conducted by A. Steffen and other VCNP 
archaeologists.   

 
To learn more about the Preserve, visit the 
website at www.vallescaldera.gov.  For further 
information on the cultural and geological 
resources on the VCNP and planning for 
future projects, contact Ana Steffen, acting 

these geological deposits are now accessible
for research projects by geologists and
archaeologists.    
     Archaeological survey has been on-going
since 2001 as part of the “startup” for this
unique federal landholding.  Current research
projects of interest to IAOS members include: 
 

asteffen@vallescaldera.gov.   
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